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Abstract—Insider threats are one of the most difficult problems to solve, given the privileges and information available to insiders to launch different types of attacks. Current security systems can record and analyze sequences from a deluge of log data, potentially becoming a tool to detect insider threats. The issue is that insiders mix the sequence of attack steps with valid actions, reducing the capacity of security systems to programatically detect the attacks. To address this shortcoming, we introduce LADOHD, an anomaly detection framework based on Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) models, which learns the expected event patterns in a computer system to identify attack sequences even when attacks span for a long time. The applicability of the framework is demonstrated on a dataset of 38.9 million events collected from a commercial network of 30 computers over twenty days and where a 4-day long insider threat attack occurs. Results show that LADOHD is able to detect anomalies generated by the attack with a True Positive Rate of 97.29% and False Positive Rate of 0.38%. LADOHD outperforms the endpoint detection system used to protect the commercial network, as well as frameworks based on other methods like Hidden Markov Models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A demanding challenge for security systems is to successfully defend against insider threats because insiders are in possession of credentials, have (some) knowledge of the system operation, and are implicitly trusted as members of the organization [1]. They are also located inside the security perimeter, allowing them to unsuspiciously deploy attacks such as data exfiltration, tampering with data, and deletion of critical data [2], [3]. They commonly use sophisticated strategies to avoid detection like those in multistage persistent threats [4] and mimicry attack [5], [6], [7]. Namely, insiders mix malicious event sequences with benign actions to exploit the incapacity of defensive systems to discern event sequences after certain length, which is referred to as the order-aware recognition (OAR) problem [8]. Existing enterprise protection systems endeavor to counter this increased sophistication in insider evasion attacks through the application of anomaly detection methods based on advanced machine learning. Machines in customer companies run Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) agents that generate high volumes of system events that are examined through centralized analytics modules running at the security-provider company. The ultimate goal is to detect stealthy threats, including zero-day exploits, by analyzing patterns and relationships of the aggregated data collected from these multiple endpoints at runtime. In current enterprise solutions, many of the collected malicious events are correctly classified as alerts. However, others are ignored and considered benign events despite being part of the attacks that span for a long period of time. These undetected malicious events are usually related to those detected and identified as alerts, but they are missed because of the lack of optimal solutions able to find the existing relationships among distant events in a sequence. This brings the need for precise system behavior modeling capable of capturing long-range relationships (i.e., long term dependencies) in multiple context for event sequence analysis and detection of anomalies at runtime [9].

The paradigm of anomaly detection [8], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] involves the construction of patterns of normal behavior of systems and deems as anomalous (or possible intrusion) any action that does not conform to the learned patterns [17], [18]. Prior research work have been devoted to investigate and develop anomaly detection systems using sequence analysis strategies. Some of these detection techniques are based on $n$-gram [17], [19], [20] and others on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [9], [17], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. In general, these techniques learn observed patterns in a training phase and identify as anomalous event sequences that deviate from them during testing. In particular, HMM-based methods estimate the likelihood of events conditioned on some number of previous events (e.g., after observing $n – 1$ previous events). This allows determining not only whether a sequence of certain length (i.e., $n$ in this case) is feasible to occur, but also how likely it occurs in normal (non-attack) conditions. However, Yao et al. [8] presented a comprehensive analysis of these techniques and showed they are incapable to discern the order of events in long sequences due to the OAR problem, restricting the
length $n$ of the analyzed sequences to small values.

In this paper, we present a LSTM-based anomaly detection framework that collects and analyzes high volumes of system events from multiple distributed EDR agents to protect against insider threats at runtime. We refer to the framework as LADOHD (LSTM-based Anomaly Detector Over High-dimensional Data) due to the high feature dimensionality of the produced events. LADOHD tackles the OAR problem by leveraging the event relationship information extracted from different endpoints as well as the properties ingrained to LSTMs and its variants [26], [27], such as memory, short and long term dependencies, stateful representation, and capacity to process variable length sequences [28], [29]. We hypothesize that these properties give these models the ability to detect variable-length anomalous sequences and the potential to recognize attacks deployed by insiders that span for a long time. Specifically, our LSTM-based technique answers the anomaly detection problem of given a sequence of events $e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_{n-1}$, whether or not the sequence $e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_{n-1}, e_n$ should occur. Our technique operates with variable values of $n$ and detects non-conforming patterns with respect to the learned models by analyzing the event sequences formed by system activities. Each possible system activity is enumerated and uniquely identified to form the vocabulary of system events. At any time $t$, our detector computes the probability of each possible event to be the next one given the previous sequence of events observed until time $t-1$. The detection is then made by analyzing the distribution of these probability values.

The obtained results include quantitative measurements of the detection capacity of the proposed technique tested over a dataset of 38.9 million activity events. These events were collected from multiple security endpoints running on more than 30 machines for 28 days. It is shown through different experiments that our framework successfully achieve detection with a TPR and a FPR of 97.29% and 0.38% respectively. Below, our research contributions:

- We implement a prototype of LADOHD [30] evaluated with a dataset of 38.9 million activity events collected from an enterprise EDR system. Results show that our method achieves a high detection rate above 97% while keeping a FPR < 0.5%. Furthermore, it is shown that LADOHD detected more malicious events under the same attack than the EDR of the same company currently in production.
- A deep analysis of the features of the events generated by the EDR system is presented. Feature were selected to form a vocabulary of events that allow the model successfully learning long-term dependencies.
- We measure how far LSTM-based models look backward to rank probable events in each timestep of a sequence. We demonstrate that LSTMs have a better capacity than alternative methods (e.g., HMM-based methods) to solve the OAR problem.
- We are the first presenting a comprehensive analysis of the strengths, limitations and applicability of LSTM-based models to counter insider threats via anomaly detection in real-world scenarios.

2 OVERVIEW AND THREAT MODEL

2.1 Overview

LADOHD builds LSTM-based behavioral profiles of applications using the system event sequences collected from multiple endpoints running a renowned EDR agent. Its goal is to detect anomalous or non-conforming execution patterns at runtime in two phases. First, a training or observation phase, in which the profile of a selected application is built by learning the relationships among events in patterns or sequences observed when the application runs in normal (non-attack) conditions. Second, a testing or evaluation phase, in which the learned model is used to estimate the probability of each possible event to be the next event in a sequence given the sequence of previous events. In the latter phase, low probable events are classified as anomalous.

We assume that the generated event sequences follow a well-structured pattern (e.g. execution path of programs) with a consistent relationship among events. Consequently, the resulting sequences are thought as an structured language that can be analyzed using LSTM-based models as it has been done via Natural Language Processing (NLP) to solve problems such as language modeling (i.e., prediction of the next word in a text) [31], [32].

LADOHD requires the definition of a finite set of possible symbols $E = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$, which corresponds to all the possible events related to the application of interest that are considered in the detection process (hereafter, we will refer to this set as vocabulary of events). At training, LADOHD extracts all the subsequences containing the events in $E$ from the set of event sequences $S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_N\}$ generated by $N$ endpoints. These subsequences are used to train the LSTM-Based model.

The definition of the vocabulary of events $E$ is crucial because there is a trade-off between the granularity of the events and the number of unseen events that appear it the evaluation or testing phase. For our experiments, we defined $E$ in such a way that most of the events observed at training are also observed at testing, reducing the number of unseen events during the evaluation phase. Section 4 includes the details of our definition.

During the evaluation phase, given a previous sequence of events until timestep $t - 1$, $e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_{t-1}$ ($e_i \in E$), the trained model outputs an array of probabilities of length $|E|$, representing the probabilistic estimation of each event in $E$ to be the next event at timestep $t$. For the detection, LADOHD uses this output and finds the set $K$ of the top $k$ most likely events to occur at time $t$. When an event $e_i \in E$ is observed at time $t$, it is considered benign if $e_i \in K$, anomalous otherwise.

For any sequence $s = e_1 e_2 \ldots e_{t-1}$, our framework computes the probabilities of possible events next in the sequence $P(e_i|e_{1:i-1})$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots$. This versatile approach allows not only validating each event at runtime, but also estimating the probability the entire sequence $s$ by applying the chain rule as shown in Equation 1.

$$P(s) = \prod_{i=2}^{t} P(e_i|e_{1:i-1})$$ (1)

LADOHD operates with system events collected from multiple monitored machines. The EDR agent running in these
machines generates an event for every activity conducted by a specified process (whether malicious or not). Each event includes a comprehensive set of information about the actor (process executing the action), detailed description of the action, and information about the target (object over which the action is executed). The pieces of information considered during the monitoring process and their interpretation define the vocabulary of events and its granularity. For example, consider the scenario where a “process A connects X”, with X being either a specific process (whether malicious or not). Each event might be defined as “A connects X.X.X.X” (target). This event might be defined as “A connects X.X.X.X”, where X.X.X.X represents any possible IPv4 address, producing a vocabulary with high granularity. The same event, however, might be defined as “A connects X”, with X being either 0 or 1 to represent whether the IPv4 address is internal or external respectively. In the latter case, due to the low granularity, the vocabulary size is significantly reduced.

2.2 Threat Model
We consider an insider threat who launches a multistage advance persistent attack. The insider is assumed knowledgeable in computer security and is initially assigned non-administrative privileges in a local machine. The goal of the attacker is stealing information by executing multiple steps, including a user escalation followed by a data exfiltration phase. The insider initially exploits already installed administration phase. The insider is assumed knowledgeable in computer security and is initially assigned non-administrative privileges in a local machine. The goal of the attacker is stealing information by executing multiple steps, including a user escalation followed by a data exfiltration phase. The insider initially exploits already installed

3 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
3.1 LSTM Networks
LSTMs are a type of recurrent neural network (RNN) able to learn long-term dependencies (i.e., relationships between elements in distant positions of a sequence) [37]. They achieve this goal through a complex memory structure in the LSTM cell not included in traditional RNN cells. Figure 1 shows this structure. The matrices and vectors $W_x$, $U_x$, and $b_x$ (with $x \in \{f, i, c, o\}$) in Figure 1b are the parameters $\theta$ of a LSTM [37]. Their interaction is shown in Figure 1a. Like traditional RNNs, LSTMs process each input at time $t$ along with the output of the previous timestep ($h_{t-1}$). In addition, they include a unit called cell state ($C$) that carries on information of the entire sequence. LSTMs adds to or removes minor pieces of information from $C$ through the operations in the forget ($f_t$) and input ($i_t$) gates. The new $C$ represents the event history used to compute the output $h_t$ by filtering $C$ out with the output gate $o_t$. This architecture gives LSTMs the capacity to relate current events with distant past events in a sequence, making them suitable to detect anomalies produced by insider threat activities.

LSTMs can be implemented as multi-class classifiers that map a $m$-dimensional input symbol $x \in \mathbb{R}^m$ into one of $n$ classes (each class corresponding to one of the possible events). The output of a LSTM (with a softmax [38] layer at the end) is a $n$-dimensional tensor $y \in \mathbb{R}^n$, which represents the probability distribution of the $n$ classes. Namely, the element $y_i$ of the output $y$ represents the probability that input $x$ corresponds to the class $i$. To operate as a sequential multi-class classifier, LSTMs are trained using backpropagation [39] with a set of pairs $(x, y)$, where $x$ is an input sequence of classes and $y$ the expected next class of the sequence $x$. The training pair $(x, y)$ is customized to control the timestep windows $(w)$ used to update the parameters $\theta$. For example, given a input sequence $x = x_1, x_2, ..., x_{t-1}$, the network can be trained to predict either the element $x_t (w = t - 1)$ or each of the elements $x_2, ..., x_{t-1}, x_t (w = 1)$. When $w = 1$ (our case as described in Section 4.4), the LSTM outputs the probability $P(x_t | x_{1:t-1})$ at each timestep $t$, which allows classifying long probable events as anomalous regardless the length of the previous sequence.

3.2 Order-Aware Recognition (OAR) Problem
The OAR problem is an anomaly detection problem that refers to the incapacity of distinguishing sequences after certain length [8]. Given a ordered sequence of events $abcba$ the corresponding set of 2-tuple adjacent events is $\{ab, bc, cb, ha\}$. The same result sets from these other two ordered sequences $chab$ and $bcbab$. As the 2-tuple adjacent event set is the same for these three ordered sequences of the example, methods able to analyze sequences of length 2 or less cannot discern among these ordered sequences. This can be better observed if the 3-tuple adjacent events of the sequences $abca, cbab$ and $bcbab$ are considered, which respectively are $\{abc, bab, cba\}$ and $\{cbab, bca, bab\}$. Clearly, in this case methods able to analyze sequences of length 3 can distinguish the three ordered sequences $abca, cbab$ and $bcbab$ as the resulting sets are different. We investigate
how feasible and until what extend LSTM-based models can solve the OAR problem. This is an unsolved question and one of our main contributions.

3.3 Endpoint Detection and Response

Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) systems work by monitoring endpoint and network activity and storing the corresponding logs in a central database where further analysis and alerting takes place. An EDR agent is installed in each of the protected endpoints, acting as the first line of defense against attacks and providing the foundation for event monitoring and reporting across the network. EDR systems evolved from malware protection solutions, as software vendors added data collection and exploration capabilities, thanks to the increasing computing and storage capacity of the hosts where the agents run. The present challenge for EDR systems is to significantly increase its detection capabilities from the vast amounts of data collected, especially for attacks that are recorded as long sequences like those deployed by insider threats.

3.4 Anomaly Detection Based on Sequence Analysis Using Non-LSTM Approaches

The methods presented in this section proposed sequence analysis as an anomaly detection mechanism to detect control-flow violations. The methods build behavioral models based on n-gram and n-order HMM to detect unseen or low probable patterns.

Anomaly detection methods based on n-gram [19], [20] work by enumerating all observed sequences of length n (n-grams) to subsequently monitor for unknown patterns. The scalability problem of these methods (impossibility of listing all possible sequences and high false positive rate) is described by Warrender et al. [17], who proposed an alternative frequency based method. In this new method each n-gram is assigned a probability to form a histogram vector corresponding to a point in a multidimensional space. At evaluation time, the similarity of a new sequence of length n (represented as a vector) with respect to the observed points is estimated to determine whether the sequence is anomalous. Despite its improvement in scalability, this approach and the previous enumerating based method were proved to be effective for small value of n only (e.g., 3–15), making them not convenient for the detection of attacks consisting of long sequences [8].

Other previous work [9], [21], [22] focused on the application of n-order HMM to probabilistically determine how feasible a sequence of system events is. In [21], a comparison of different hidden states configuration of first-order HMM (n = 1) for anomaly detection is presented. It was found that both configurations full connected HMM (i.e., number of hidden states equal to the number of all possible events), and a left-to-right HMM (i.e., number of hidden states corresponds to the length of the training sequences) provide similar results differing mainly in the required training time. Results, although, show the efficiency of both configurations is significantly low having in some cases a TPR of only 55.6%. The other two HMM based methods [9], [22] use a first-order full connected HMM to detect anomalous sequences of system or library calls. These methods are similar to the one described in [21], with the addition of a new HMM initialization approach for the transition, emission and initial probabilities. The information for the initialization is extracted through static analysis of the programs. With this strategy, the results show a significant improvement in the TPR. The time complexity of this algorithm is $O(|S|^2)$, with $S$ being the set of hidden states [41]. As the lengths of the sequences to be processed by these methods depend on the number of states used in the configuration, this scalability issue restricts these methods to operate over short event sequences only.

3.5 Anomaly Detection Based on Sequence Analysis Using LSTM

Some research work has endeavored to investigate the application of LSTM-based models to anomaly detection and similar security problems [33], [34], [35], [36]. In essence, these approaches work based on the same assumptions described in Section 2.1. Although this prior work proved the efficiency of LSTMs to accurately estimate the likelihood of a given event sequence, their ability to solve the order-aware recognition problem and their potential against modern evasion attacks seems not to have received much attention.

Kim et al. [33] present an ensemble method of LSTM models followed by threshold-based classifiers for intrusion detection in flows of system calls. The resulting ensemble is trained in a supervised manner (with both benign and malicious sequences) to classify sequences as either normal or anomalous. Obtained results are compared with other classifiers such as k-nearest neighbor (kNN) and k-means clustering (kMC). Details of neither the impact of sequence lengths nor properties of LSTM models on the detection process are included.

In [34] a multi-level approach for anomaly detection in Industrial Control Systems (ICS) is proposed. It consists of a bloom filter to discard events not seen during the training phase followed by a LSTM layer to detect unexpected

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Anomaly Detection</th>
<th>Benign Data Only</th>
<th>LSTM Only</th>
<th>Basic Analysis</th>
<th>Extended Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Call Language Modeling [33]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-level Detector (For ICS) [34]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deeplog [35]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiresias [36]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADOHD [this work]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anomaly Detector
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Data Generation
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- The capacity of the model to predict the last event of a given
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- Results of the two layers combined are reported without
- Du et al. [35] developed Deeplog, a technique to find
- Tables 1 and 2 present a summary of the focus and details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>No. Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Module (e.g. dll files)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>File</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>File</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Registry key</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Windows registry key</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Registry value</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Windows registry value</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Host Network</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>IP address</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Components of our anomaly detection framework LADOHD to counter insider threats: (1) data generation, (2) data selection, (3) model generation, and (4) anomaly detector. Below each component, there is a reference to the section providing a detailed explanation about its operation.

4 DESIGN

Figure 2 shows LADOHD and its workflow for the detection of anomalies. The framework involves four components. First, a data generation phase, in which N machines running an EDR agent generate activity event sequences \( s_1, s_2, ..., s_N \) that are collected in a centralized database. Second, a data selection step that extracts from the collected sequences the events related to the application of interest and form the subsequences \( (s_1^*, s_2^*, ..., s_M^*) \). Third, a model generation phase that uses the selected subsequences to form the training and validation datasets used to train the LSTM-based model. Finally, the anomaly detector component that deploys the trained model to determine whether the events of a given testing sequence are anomalous.

4.1 Data Generation

A machine \( M_i \) runs an enterprise EDR agent that records activity events as they occur in the system. These events form a corresponding event sequence referred to as \( s_i \). A group of


\[ S = \{ s_1, s_2, s_N \} \]

which is pre-processed and used as time-series data to train the final LSTM-based model.

An activity event \( e_i \) in the sequences can be thought as a \( m \)-dimensional vector of features \( \{ f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m \} \), where \( f_j \) represents a categorical or continuous piece of information of the reported activity. One of these features is \textit{event type}. The EDR product generates eight event types and each has a specific set of features (including the event type itself).

Namely, the number of features \( m \) varies per event type. Some features such as \textit{event type}, \textit{actor}, \textit{action} and \textit{target} are common in all the activity events (regardless their types) as they define a complete semantic for any given event \( e_i \): “this is an event of \textit{this type} in which this \textit{actor} executes this \textit{action} over this \textit{target}.” Table 2 summarizes the different types of events generated by the EDR software and the features actor, target, and action related to each type. There is a set of specific actions available to each event type. The complete list is not included per the request of the company owning the security product. An example of an event \( e_i \) and its interpretation considering the four common features listed above is as follows. The process \textit{svchost} is an integral part of Windows OS that manages system services running from Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL). Its purpose is to speed up the startup process by loading the required services specified in the service portion of the registry. When a DLL file is loaded by \textit{svchost}, an event of type Module is generated. The actor of the generated event is \textit{svchost}, while load (predefined in the product) is the action taken over the target DLL file.

\subsection*{4.2 Data Selection}

LADOHD requires the definition of a finite set of categorical events (or symbols) \( E \), which represents the set of all possible system activity events analyzed by the LSTM-based model. This set is referred to as the vocabulary of events.

\textbf{Vocabulary of Events Definition.} It can be thought as a transformation function \( F_{\mathcal{T}}(\cdot) \) that changes the event feature vector generated by the EDR agent. Given an event \( e_i \) is \( \{ f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m \} \) of type \( f'_i = f_j^{1\leq j \leq m} \) and a set \( F \) of \( k \leq m \) selected features for events of type \( f'_i \), the feature transformation is given by:

\[
F_{\mathcal{T}}(e_i, F) = \begin{cases} 
    e_i^* = \{ t_{i1}, t_{i2}, \ldots, t_{ik} \} & \text{if } F \subseteq e_i \\
    \emptyset & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

In Equation 2, \( e_i^* \) is the transformed version of the event \( e_i \). Each transformed feature \( t_{1}^{e_i} \) of \( e_i \) correspond to one of the \( k \) selected features in \( F \). The transformation of each feature is a design choice that controls the granularity and the total number of possible events (i.e., vocabulary size). This is illustrated in Table 3 with the feature target, whose final value can be of either low or high granularity. Rows 1 and 2 are two Module events in which the same process loads two different DLL files. Assuming \( f'_{i} \) were the target-related feature of these Module events, \( f'_{i} \) might correspond to either the frequency of the DLL file in the distribution observed during training (low granularity) or the individual file itself (high granularity). In the former case, the two Module events would be represented by the same transformed feature vector, which translates to the same symbol in the final categorical vocabulary of events. In the latter case, two different symbols are produced. Similarly, if \( f'_i \) were the target feature of the Host Network events in rows 3 and 4, \( f'_i \) might either indicate whether the network connection is internal or external (low granularity) or the individual destination IP addresses (high granularity). With the low granularity interpretation, the Host Network events pass from including the entire set of IP addresses to including a binary piece of information, reducing the number of symbols that form the vocabulary.

Figure 2 shows the effect of applying the definition of the vocabulary to the selection of events. From the \( N \) original sequences, \( M \leq N \) are chosen for the training phase. This is because \( F_{\mathcal{T}}(\cdot) \) does not produce an output when the processed event does not include the features defined in \( F \). For a given sequence of activity events \( s_i \), \( F_{\mathcal{T}}(\cdot) \) and \( F \) operate as a filter to select which events are kept and what pieces of information from them are used to generate the transformed events that form the training subsequences \( s_i^* \). For instance, in order to build the profile of an application \( A \), the actor feature is included in the set \( F \) and \( F_{\mathcal{T}}(\cdot) \) is defined so that only events with application \( A \) as actor are selected. Thereby, any sequence \( s_i \) with events produced by different applications is reduced to the subsequence \( s_i^* \), which only includes events whose actor is application \( A \). Any sequence \( s_i \) with no event with application \( A \) as actor is disregarded.

Based on the definition of \( F_{\mathcal{T}}(\cdot) \) and the selected features \( F \) for each event type, there is finite set of transformed feature vectors, which are translated one-to-one to the set of categorical symbols \( E = \{ 1, 2, \ldots, |E| \} \). Whereby, a final subsequence \( s_i^* \) is comprised of these categorical symbols.

\subsection*{4.3 Model Generation}

The selected \( M \) subsequences \( s_i^* \) are used to train the LSTM-based model following an either by-machine or by-time split. Splitting by machine refers to select approximately 80% of the \( M \) training subsequences \( s_i^* \) for training, leaving 20% for validation. Splitting by time, in contrast, refers to approximately select the first 80% of events in each subsequence \( s_i^* \) for training, leaving the remaining 20% of events for validation. In either splitting strategy, the resulting training and validation subsequences are concatenated to respectively form the unique training and validation sequence \( s_t \), \( s_v \), such that \( s_t \cap s_v = \emptyset \).

Our LSTM-based model consists of an encoder of three layers of LSTM followed by a linear layer as suggested in [42]. At training, we use a timestep window \( w = 1 \) to compute the probability of each event of the sequence given the previous subsequence. For better results, we apply a variety of strategies such as Stochastic Gradient Descent with Restart (SGDR) [43] and Cyclical Learning Rates [44]. The hyperparameters of the model were tuned to get the best performance for the dataset described in Section 5: (1) a batch size of 64, (2) an unrolling window (Batch Propagation Through Time or BPTT) of 64, (3) an embedding size of 16, and (4) 100 activations in the linear layer.

\subsection*{4.4 Anomaly Detector}

At testing time, our trained LSTM-based model is used to classify each event in a sequence as either benign or
TABLE 3
Examples of Activity Events With Different Granularities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Target (high granularity)</th>
<th>Target (low granularity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Process A</td>
<td>Load DLL file1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Range 2 (100 ≤ frequency of file1 ≤ 500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Process A</td>
<td>Load DLL file30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Range 2 (100 ≤ frequency of file30 ≤ 500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Network</td>
<td>Process A</td>
<td>Connect 200.12.12.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>External connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Network</td>
<td>Process A</td>
<td>Connect 192.168.10.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Internal connection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4
Dataset Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training / Validation</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-filter</td>
<td>Post-filter (trn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38,899,995</td>
<td>65,282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Dataset

The sequences for training and testing were collected on normal and under attack conditions respectively. Security experts (referred to as Red Team) conducted specific attacks on a Windows machine during the collection period of the testing sequence. The undue activities are reflected as either specific unseen events or subsequences of expected events in an unexpected order. Table 4 summarizes the entire dataset. Pre-filter refers to the total number of events collected from multiple endpoints before filtering them out using the definition of the vocabulary of events. In contrast, post-filter refers to the sequences obtained after filtering. The collected data was filtered out to include events generated by the process PowerShell as actor. This is an application commonly used to conduct stealthy data exfiltration. Our intuition was that learning its behavior in normal (or non-attack) conditions would allow detecting malicious patterns resulting from the activities of the insider threat.

Vocabulary of Events. The objective was to capture as much information as possible from the PowerShell application. The selection of the set of features $F$ of each event type was done based on the data observed in the training sequence. We traded-off granularity with the total number of possible events in order to avoid having a large number of events observed only at training (and not at testing) and vice versa. Following this guidance, each event $e_i$ was processed using the set of features $F = \{f_1^i, f_2^i, f_3^i, f_4^i, f_5^i, f_6^i\}$, where:

- $f_1^i$: Actor feature. Its corresponding $t_1^i$ is a unary piece of information defining the actor (always 0 for powershell.exe).
- $f_2^i$: Event type feature. Its corresponding $t_2^i$ might be any of the eight event type IDs described in Table 2.
- $f_3^i$: Action feature. Its corresponding transformed feature $t_3^i$ was defined per event type. It can vary from 0 to 13 depending on the event type as specified in Table 2.
- $f_4^i$: Target feature. Its $t_4^i$ depends on the event type. For Process events $t_4^i = 0$ (not powershell.exe) and $t_4^i = 1$ (powershell.exe). For Module events $t_4^i = 0$ (not a DLL file) and $t_4^i = 1$ (DLL file). For Registry Value events $t_4^i = 0$ (Others), $t_4^i = 1$ (HKEY_USERS), and $t_4^i = 2$ (HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE). For the rest of event types $t_4^i$ operates as unitary piece of information.
- $f_5^i$: Network feature. Its $t_5^i$ is ternary piece of information about Host Network events only (0 for self connection, 1 for internal connection, and 2 for external connection). For the rest of event types this feature operates as unitary piece of information.
- $f_6^i$: User feature. The transformed feature $t_6^i$ is a binary piece of information about the user executing the action (0 for system-related user and 1 for non-system-related user). For Session and Registry Value events, this feature operates as a unary piece of information.

Each event $e_i = \{t_1^i, t_2^i, t_3^i, t_4^i, t_5^i, t_6^i\}$ is extracted following the definitions above. With these definitions, the vocabulary size is 175 ($E = \{0, 1, \ldots, 174\}$), from which 41 and 31 events are present in the training and testing sequences respectively. Twenty out of the 41 training events do not appear in the testing sequence. Likewise, ten out of the 31 testing events are not present in the training sequence. These 10 events are referred to as unseen events.

Training set. The final training $(s_t)$ and validation $(s_v)$ sequences were obtained by monitoring 30 machines. After filtering the collected sequences, we got a total of 76,562 events in 30 subsequences (including only events with PowerShell actor). We then applied a by-machine data split and selected the subsequences of the first 24 machines for training, leaving the subsequences of the remaining 6 machines.
for validation. After concatenating the corresponding subsequences, the resulting training and validation sequences had a length of 63,282 (82.65%) and 13,280 (17.35%) events respectively. Figure 3 shows the collection dates from those 30 machines. This sparse collection timeframe was intended to capture the behavior of PowerShell in non-attack conditions.

Testing set. This sequence of 66,972 events after filtering was obtained from a different victim machine monitored from May 8th to May 11th. Among all its, a total of 117 events were unobserved (observed at testing but not at training). The Red Team launched an multi-stage persistent attack consisting of a user escalation step followed by a data exfiltration attack on this victim machine as follows:

- The Red Team was initially assigned a non-administrative user for the victim computer.
- The hacking tool Mimikatz is used to steal credentials from the memory of the victim machine, performing a user escalation attack.
- The Red Team roams on the network to which the victim computer is connected and discovers other resources (shared folders, machines, users, domains). Remote shares are discovered and the corresponding files are copied to the victim machine.
- PowerShell files are also copied to the machine and then executed, in order to compromise other computers and extract files from them.
- An external remote connection is established from the victim machine to bypass the firewall protection. The copied files are sent outside the network through this connection.

Ground Truth. The Red Team provided a manually generated log file enumerating the sequence of steps followed during the execution of the attack. Each entry in this file contains a high-level description of the step and a timestamp indicating the day and time of its execution. Some of the steps in the file are identifiable as actions executed by PowerShell. This information was used to find the corresponding events in the testing sequence, which is formed by events in which PowerShell functions as actor only. Specifically, we found 110 matches. Additionally, the EDR of the security company produced four alerts while the Red Team conducted the attack on the victim machine.

These alerts were matched with 8 events in the testing sequence. The alert-related events (8) along with the Red-Team-matched events (110) and the unseen events (117) form the sequence portions corresponding to malicious activity. Namely, there are 295 malicious events throughout the testing sequence. Malicious events are expected to be detected as anomalous. Events other than alert-related, Red-Team-matched, and unseen events are regarded benign and are expected to be as such. We set our ground truth based on these assumptions and measure the performance of our method accordingly.

6 Experiments

This section presents the experiments conducted to evaluate our LADOHD framework using the datasets described in Section 5. The experiments were designed to answer a series of research questions, which are included along with our findings in the following sections.

6.1 Dynamic vs. Static Selection of the Set of Probable Events K

RQ1. What approach (either dynamic or static selection of \(K\)) provides a better performance? If the static method does, what is the best value of the parameter \(k\)?

We investigate whether our technique identifies the well-identified malicious events. We are particularly interested in finding which approach provides the best anomaly detection performance. To this end, we measure the TPR and FPR variations as we change the number of events in \(K\) through both the dynamic and static approaches.

Figure 4a shows the results. In the \(x\)-axis \(k^*\) means that the size of \(K\) is dynamically adjusted in each timestep of the sequence. The corresponding values of the metrics TPR and FPR are marked with a black square to differentiate them from the values obtained through the static approach. The rest of values in the \(x\)-axis (from 2 to 42) corresponds to the values of the parameter \(k\) of the static approach. The figure illustrates how the dynamic approach outperforms the static approach for any chosen \(k\) as the former gives a high TPR of 97.29% while keeping a low FPR of 0.38%.

The static approach starts with a similar TPR but a higher FPR in comparison with the dynamic approach. As the parameter \(k\) increases, both the TPR and the FPR decrease. The static approach achieves the same FPR as the dynamic when \(k = 20\). At this point however, the corresponding TPR has decreased from 97.29% to 69.83%. The non-functionality of the static method can be explained by the high variance in the distribution of the natural division between high and low values in output of the model throughout the entire sequence. Figure 4b shows this distribution. The dynamic approach produces sets \(K\) with sizes between 6 and 28 (inclusive) with significant differences in their frequencies. Setting a specific \(k\) in the static approach to be used in each timestep of the analyzed sequence goes away from the decision made by the model, which clearly discriminates low and high values in the its output probabilities.

Findings. The dynamic approach outperforms the static method to select the set of probable events \(K\), having a 1.31X higher TPR for the same FPR of 0.38.
6.2 Comparison With an Enterprise Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)

**RQ2.** What is the performance of LADOHD with respect to enterprise-level EDR system currently in production?

One of the main challenges defending against insider threats is the similarity between benign and malicious activities. Discerning between them is a difficult task. Due to this restriction, this section evaluates how efficient LADOHD is by comparing it with the enterprise EDR of the company already in production.

The enterprise EDR is a multi-layer system that employs signature-based, supervised (e.g., Random Forest), and unsupervised (e.g., clustering) machine learning methods for analysis, detection, and alerting. This system detected 4 alerts while monitored the victim machine during the Red Team attack. These alerts were validated to correspond to malicious activities and later matched with the corresponding events in the generated testing sequence as indicated in Section 5. The EDR did not detect the complete multistage persistent attack, but rather a few steps. Figure 5 shows the malicious activities reported by the Red Team in the log file that were matched with events in the testing sequence. It shows their counts in log file and the number of events matched per each activity. There is a total of 110 malicious events. All of them were classified by LADOHD as anomalous.

Unlike the current analytics modules of the EDR, LADOHD is trained with benign data only and learns sequence patterns of a particular application. Uncommon event sequences are classified as anomalous through the detection of specific events regardless the meaning of the event itself. It is important to mention that LADHD produced 254 FP cases along with the with the 287 TP cases (including unseen events). Although the number of FP’s is low with respect to the length of the sequence, they might represent a high volume of cases to be revised by security experts in a short periods of time.

**Findings.** LADOHD successfully detected the ongoing attack generating more alerts than the enterprise EDR. A relatively small number of FP cases with respect to the sequence length were generated in the process.
same. The same phenomenon occurs with the number of FPs, where an increase of only 2 is observed.

Findings. There is neither a significant improvement nor detriment when unseen events are discarded. Their removal from the sequence should be determined by the performance cost they might cause only.

6.4 Effect of Long-Term Dependencies in the Detection of Anomalies

RQ4. What impact does the length of the previous sequences have over the detection of anomalies?

One of the main characteristics of LSTM networks is their capacity to learn long-term dependencies among events in a sequence. One interesting question we aim to answer is whether these long-term dependencies have an impact in the classification. Namely, we want to validate whether considering subsequences of different lengths (by increasing the number of predecessors) cause different outputs in the classification of an event. To this end, we work with the clean testing sequence of the Section 6.3.

Table 6 shows the results. It includes 9 randomly selected events of these sequence classified as anomalous. These events are referred to as targets and they correspond to the last events of low probable subsequences in the sequence. Figure 6 illustrates the procedure followed in this experiment using the target $e_{145}$ (row 4 in the table) as example. We incrementally move backward from each target until the beginning of the sequence and find the number of predecessors (length of previous sequence) that causes a change in the classification. The number of predecessors that causes the classification to be benign are called benign shifters. Those that cause the classification to be anomalous are referred to as anomalous shifters. Table 6 shows that most of the targets have multiple shifters, which prove that the history of events is what actually has a significant impact in the classification process. LSTM-based models have the potential to correctly classify events regardless the length of the previous sequence. Their outputs are in fact affected by the hidden state. An interesting observation is the capacity of our LSTM-based model to look backward a variable number of steps to estimate the probability of a particular event. We have cases where the model makes the final decision based on a few number of predecessors (e.g., 2 predecessors in the case of $e_{142}$) and others in which the model considers a large number of them (e.g., 648 predecessors in the case of $e_{1032}$). This ability to relate current events with distant past events in the sequence shows the potential of LSTM networks to solve the OAR problem.

Another question we aim to answer in this experiment is how the probabilities of the targets change as the number of predecessors gets close to a shifter. We did not find a clear relationship between the relative probability of the target (with respect to the other possible events) in the output of the model and the proximity to the shifters. The probability of the target does not always increase or decrease as the number of predecessors gets close to a benign or anomalous shifter respectively. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that our model is trained to predict the next event in the sequence and not to estimate the least probable events.

Findings. LADOHD can correctly classify events regardless the length of the previous subsequences. The history of events (hidden state of the model) is what actually affects the classification. The ability to look backward more than 600 steps (e.g. target $e_{1032}$) show the potential of this solution against the OAR problem.

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Benign Shifters</th>
<th>Anomalous Shifters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e_{142}$</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{143}$</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{144}$</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{145}$</td>
<td>[1, 67]</td>
<td>[58, 69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{146}$</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{147}$</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{148}$</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{1032}$</td>
<td>[1, 551, 619]</td>
<td>[549, 587, 648]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{2292}$</td>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>[1, 11]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5 Prediction Capacity of LSTM and HMM Based models Over Variable-Length Sequences

RQ5. How much accurate are LSTM-based models compared to other solutions such as HMM in the prediction of the next event in variable length sequences?

This section presents a comparison of the prediction capacity of our LSTM-based model and a full connected HMM model built with the same dataset. As the ability to discern between benign and anomalous events depends on the prediction capacity of the model, we want to evaluate which model predicts better the last event of sequences of different lengths. To this end, we took 100 continuous subsequences of a specific length and measure the accuracy of the model predicting the last event of the sequences. The lengths were chosen to vary from 2 to 1000. To ensure a fair
comparison, we measure the prediction accuracy of both models with incremental-length subsequences extracted from both the training and testing sequences. The idea of using these two sets of subsequences is to validate that the results do not come from any bias that the testing data might induce. We do so because we are interested in observing how the prediction capacity of the models changes as the lengths of the sequences increase in ideal conditions (i.e., when sequences were observed in training) and not in comparing which model is more efficient when processing new data. Figure 7 shows that our LSTM-based model constantly outperform the prediction capacity of the HMM model. Our model keeps predicting well with larger sequences, while the accuracy of the HMM-based model decreases.

Findings. LSTM-based models have a better capacity than HMM-based models to predict the next event in a given sequence as its length increases.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents LADOHD, a generic LSTM-based anomaly detection framework to protect against insider threats, for high dimensional sequential data. We evaluated the framework with an extensive dataset of activity events generated by the EDR of a renown security company. Each event in the dataset represents a high dimensional vector of features. The framework filters out the events per application and pre-specified features that define the vocabulary of possible events that form the sequences analyzed by our model. Each event in the sequence is classified as either benign or anomalous given the previous observed subsequence. LADOHD reached a high \( TPR > 97\% \) with a low \( FPR < 0.4\% \), proving the effectiveness of the framework. Furthermore, this work presents a comprehensive analysis of how LSTM-based models work and compare them to alternative solution such as HMM-based models. We found that LSTM-based models rank better the set of expected events in each timestep of sequence than HMM-based models, which favor their capacity to detect anomalies.
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